
Pet Food 
Solutions
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PRO-DURA®
Durable, tear-resistant woven polypropylene bags

PRO-EVO™
The evolution of fiber-based innovative multiwall bags

Our pets deserve the best.

We adore our pets, so it’s a labor of love to engineer packaging 
solutions that put your products in the best light and keep them  
in the freshest condition.

Pet food and pet care packaging have become increasingly important for companies  
looking to capture brand loyalty and market share. We recognize these needs and answer 
with superior packaging that will help your pet products stand out from the rest.

From rollstock and retort pouches to quad-seal, woven polypropylene bags and more, 
ProAmpac’s full suite of flexible pet food products deliver high packaging performance 
and brand value.
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QUADFLEX™
Premium quad-seal laminate pouches and bags

PRO-POUCH®
Flexible rollstock, stand-up and retort pouches

So do you.
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5 OZ –13 LB

CAPACITY

USE FOR:
Dry pet food,  
cat litter

13-60 LB

CAPACITY

USE FOR:
Dry pet food, bird 
seed and animal 
nutrition

PRO-EVO™
PRO-EVO is our trusted fiber-based multiwall bag that 
innovates the next evolution of premium paper/poly packaging. 

PRO-EVO CLASSIC 

Made from fiber-based renewable resources,  
PRO-EVO Classic provides outstanding value for  
your pet food brand—a multiwall paper bag with  
eye-catching graphics and superior product protection.

PRO-EVO PREMIUM 

PRO-EVO Premium is a paper/poly hybrid packaging solution 
featuring high-gloss laminate and a square bottom design for 
maximum branding. The strong and resilient film exterior offers 
enhanced product protection 
throughout the supply chain. 
PRO-EVO Premium utilizes  
multiwall filling equipment.

PRO-EVO MINI 

Sized for smaller portions and portability, these multiwall  
self-opening square bags open easily and stand upright.  
The Mini delivers a consistent look on store shelf when combined 

with larger format PRO-EVO  
Classic or Premium multiwall  
pet food bags.

USE FOR:
Dry pet food, 

bird seed and 
animal nutrition

13-60 LB

CAPACITY

Ask us about 
our recyclable 

2-ply bag
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USE FOR:
Dry pet food, 

cat litter
3-10 LB

CAPACITY

11-50 LB

CAPACITY

USE FOR:
Dry pet food, bird 
seed and animal 
nutrition

PRO-DURA®
These woven polypropylene bags offer excellent durability and 
flexibility for your dry pet food application. 

PRO-DURA CLASSIC 

Durable and tear-resistant, PRO-DURA Classic provides a  
high quality, high-value option in a woven polypropylene 
bag that will differentiate your 
product from others on store 
shelf with award-winning  
HD Flexo graphics.

PRO-DURA PREMIUM 

PRO-DURA Premium combines the affordable, functional 
durability of our flagship PRO-DURA woven polypropylene  
bags with a smooth, superior exterior finish—similar to  
laminate bags. PRO-DURA Premium can utilize both  

woven polypropylene 
or multiwall filling 
equipment.

PRO-DURA MINI 

Highly durable but sized for smaller portions and portability, 
PRO-DURA Mini is the first small woven pet food bag to 
market. The Mini delivers a 
consistent look on store shelf 
when combined with larger 
PRO-DURA Classic or Premium 
woven pet food bags.

USE FOR:
Dry pet food, 

bird seed and 
animal nutrition

11-50 LB

CAPACITY
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We’re not just experts. 
We’re committed to your success.
We offer a full range of capabilities, and we collaborate with 
our customers to meet the competitive challenges you face.

Premade 
Pouches

Multiwall, Polywoven 
& Heavy Duty Bags

Adhesive & 
Extrusion Lamination

Laser 
Score

HD Flexo, Web Offset 
& Rotogravure

Blown Film 
Extrusion

SustainabilityDASL: Design & 
Sample Lab

In-House 
Graphics

Our extensive capabilities include advanced extrusion and adhesive lamination, pouch 
and bag converting, award-winning graphics and printing, innovative package design and 
leading-edge materials science and technology.  

WE DO THE WORK.

To ensure that our 
films run quickly and 
efficiently on filling lines, 
we maintain strong 
relationships with both 
machine manufacturers 
and our customers. 

ProAmpac offers field 
Customer Technical 
Support at your 
filling site.
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USE FOR:
Dry pet food,  

treats, animal feed/ 
nutrition, cat litter

3-40 LB

CAPACITY

QUADFLEX™
Our premium pet food packaging solution, this quad-seal design 
provides ideal shape, strength, and shelf presence—along with  
plenty of space for branding. 

 ■ Ultimate branding 
QuadFlex offers a wide variety of sizes with flat bottom, pinch bottom and  
fold over bottom styles maximize branding opportunities on store shelf display.

 ■ Award-winning graphics 
Combine our HD Flexo printing and graphics with ProAmpac Signature Surfaces 
finishes for added shelf appeal.

 ■ Convenience 
A variety of convenient  easy-open 
and reclose options improve 
product accessibility.

 ■ Strength & stability 
Quad-seal strength and 
custom barrier properties 
provide dimensional 
stability and protection 
throughout the entire 
supply chain.
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PRO-POUCH®
ProAmpac’s flexible pouches are the perfect packaging 
solution for wet or dry pet food—guaranteed to stand-up and 
out on store shelves. 

Our PRO-POUCH films have been engineered to produce a robust, superior stand up or 
flat pouch, whether it’s pre-made or form, fill and seal. We offer our pouches in custom 
shapes and sizes to best boost your brand. Closures and fitments allow for spill control, 
convenience, enhanced consumer experience and food safety. Extensive features include:

CONSUMER CONVENIENCE

 ■ Easy-open & linear tear

 ■ Reclosability: retortable zippers,  
fitments & caps

 ■ Optional handles

CUSTOMIZATION

 ■ Stand-up or flat

 ■ Custom shapes

 ■ Clear or foil

 ■ Multiple compartments

 ■ Various finishes

HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
RETORT POUCHES

Easy-open  
linear tear

Ergonomic shapes 
for differentiation 

and consumer 
convenience

STAND UP POUCHES

Add windows to 
showcase product

Reclose zipper options
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RECYCLABLE POUCHES

Sustainability means being a good 
neighbor and looking to the future.
We’re innovating to bring more responsible materials that perform 
at a high level to the marketplace.

Our ProActive Recyclable solutions are unique,  
high performance products that include stand up 
pouches, quad seal pouches and rollstock for  
form/fill/seal applications, all of which are approved  
by the How2Recycle program.

9

Reclose options 
available
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OUR PET PRODUCTS 
AT-A-GLANCE

ProAmpac offers the 
widest range of pet 
packaging needs in 

the industry. Take a look 
at this overview and see 

for yourself.

 PET FOOD PRODUCT PRINTING FINISH PACKAGE SIZE SHELF ORIENTATION ADDITIONAL PACKAGING FEATURES

Product Line Wet Dry Treats
HD 

Flexo Roto
Web 

Offset Custom Matte Gloss Small Medium Large Capacity Upright Lay down
Recyclable 

options
 Easy-open 

options
Reclose 
options

Custom 
barrier

Custom 
shapes

PRO-EVO Classic         13-60 lb    

PRO-EVO Premium         13-60 lb    

PRO-EVO Mini           5 oz-13 lb  

PRO-DURA Classic       11-50 lb   

PRO-DURA Premium        11-50 lb   

PRO-DURA Mini        3-10 lb  

QUADFLEX           3-40 lb     

PRO-POUCH           3 oz +     

SMARTER. 
FASTER.

DASL provides 
expert support 

from concept to  
printed prototype.
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Our expert team and state-of-the-art capabilities accelerate your 
speed to market with conceptual ideation, prototyping and design. 

The DASL (pronounced dazzle) takes conceptual pouch design through sizing, branding, 
print and production. DASL can deliver custom, commercial-quality printed pouch concepts 
and prototypes to customers in small quantities with exceptional speed. Minimizing the  
time it takes for these concepts to reach clients allows for the evaluation of new products 
in a commercial format within days rather than months—significantly accelerating the 
packaging process prior to manufacturing.

Learn more at ProAmpac.com/DASL.
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Engage the senses with eye-catching 
and tactile designs.
Create shelf differentiation in a competitive pet food market by 
adding a unique finish with a premium look and feel to your packaging.

 PET FOOD PRODUCT PRINTING FINISH PACKAGE SIZE SHELF ORIENTATION ADDITIONAL PACKAGING FEATURES

Product Line Wet Dry Treats
HD 

Flexo Roto
Web 

Offset Custom Matte Gloss Small Medium Large Capacity Upright Lay down
Recyclable 

options
 Easy-open 

options
Reclose 
options

Custom 
barrier

Custom 
shapes

PRO-EVO Classic         13-60 lb    

PRO-EVO Premium         13-60 lb    

PRO-EVO Mini           5 oz-13 lb  

PRO-DURA Classic       11-50 lb   

PRO-DURA Premium        11-50 lb   

PRO-DURA Mini        3-10 lb  

QUADFLEX           3-40 lb     

PRO-POUCH           3 oz +     
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Capture consumer 
attention, build 
brand equity and  
engage your 
customers. These 
techniques may  
be used to enhance 
stand-up, retort and 
quad-seal pouches 
in a multitude of 
applications.
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PROAMPAC 
MAINTAINS  A 
STRATEGIC GLOBAL 
FOOTPRINT WITH  
32 FACILITIES 
& GROWING

EUROPENORTH AMERICA

We welcome the opportunity  

to speak with you and learn 

more about your packaging 

ideas and needs.

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS

12025 Tricon Road 
Cincinnati, OH 45246

CALL TOLL-FREE OR EMAIL

800-765-9283
petfood@ProAmpac.com

VISIT US ONLINE

ProAmpac.com/Pet
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CORPORATE LOCATIONS

Cincinnati, OH  

Rochester, NY

FLEXIBLES PACKAGING

Appleton, WI

Cary, IL

Granite City, IL

Hanover Park, IL

Kansas City, MO

Neenah, WI

Orlando, FL  

Richmond, QC

Rochester, NY

Seattle, WA  

Suffolk, VA

Terrebonne, QC  

Westfield, MA 

White House, TN

Wrightstown, WI  

FOOD SERVICE, RETAIL  

& SECURE PACKAGING

Chantrea District, Cambodia

Cincinnati, OH  

Cleveland, OH

Forest City, NC

Greensboro, NC

FOOD SERVICE, RETAIL  &  

SECURE PACKAGING (CONT.)

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

Mobile, AL

Portland, OR

Tulsa, OK

Walden, NY

LAWN, GARDEN & SPECIALTY

Aurora, IL

Buffalo, NY

Hartford, WI

Rocky Mount, VA  

GLOBAL FLEXIBLES

Eberdingen, Germany

Kirchberg, Switzerland  

Melbourn, UK

LEGEND

       Corporate HQ  

       Flexibles Packaging 

       Food Service, Retail & 
  Secure Packaging 

       Lawn, Garden & Specialty 

       Global Flexibles 

   Graphic Design Center


